
PATRIK DK PRISLISTE 2024 RACE SEJL: 
RACE - LA: Building upon the exceptional speed of the Race +, we've implemented the following 
enhancements: 

-Steeper batten angles for improved twist and heightened stability, resulting in better control. 

-Slightly wider panels between the battens above and below the boom to counterbalance any 
power loss due to the steeper battens. 

-Overall wider sleeve for a more efficient profile and a softer structural feel, enhancing 
breathability (see picture). 

-Increased sleeve width at the top to offset any power loss resulting from the increased width of 
the overall sleeve. 

-Lighter construction, contributing to an overall boost in performance. 

-Front placement of the top 3 batten tensioner, reducing swing weight at the rear. 

-Refreshed corporate identity graphic update. 

 

LA Estimated specs 

Size Luff Mast Ext Boom Pris 

4,6 TBC 360 TBC TBC 9.449 kr. 

5,2 419 380 39 171 9.749 kr. 

5,8 435 400 35 185  9.999 kr. 

6,4 451 420 31 197 10.599 kr. 

 

RACE - MA: Building on the impressive stability of the Race SF, we've introduced the following 
enhancements: 

-Steeper batten angles, improving twist and stability for heightened control. 

-Slightly wider panels between the battens above and below the boom, offsetting any power 
loss resulting from the steeper battens. 

-Expanded overall sleeve width, facilitating a more efficient profile and a softer structural feel 
for enhanced breathability (see picture). 

-Increased sleeve width at the top, compensating for any power loss due to the overall widened 
sleeve. 

-Lighter construction for an overall performance enhancement. 



-Front placement of the top 3 batten tensioner, reducing weight shift at the back. 

-Fresh corporate identity graphic update. 

 

MA Estimated specs 

Size Luff Mast Ext Boom  Pris 

5.0 415 380 35 167 9.359 kr. 

5,6 431 400 31 175 9.749 kr. 

6,2 451 420 31 85 10,099 kr. 

6,8 469 440 29 191 10.499 kr. 

7,4 489 460 29 197 10.799 kr. 

8.0 511 480 31 201 10.999 kr. 

8,6 539 500 39 205 11.199 kr. 

 

RACE - HA: Proven as one of the fastest and most stable foil racing sails on the PWA course, the 
Race S2 laid the groundwork for the Race - High Aspect, where we implemented the following 
modifications: 

Higher aspect ratio, reducing back-hand power and minimizing back-foot pressure for a 
smoother and more controlled flight (minimizing vertical movement). 

Simultaneously, the increased sail height provides greater leverage for improved performance in 
light winds 

-Lower foot placement to balance the heightened sail, strategically positioned to prevent 
interference with the foot straps. 

-Steeper batten angles for enhanced twist and stability, contributing to superior control. 

-Expanded sleeve width at the top, compensating for any power loss due to the overall 
increased sleeve width. 

-Lighter construction, enhancing overall performance. 

-Front placement of the top 3 batten tensioner, reducing weight shift at the back. 

-Updated corporate identity graphic. 

 

 



HA Estimated specs 

Size Luff Mast Ext Boom Pris 

3,5 347 340 7 145 8.999 kr. 

4 369 360 9 153 9.199 kr. 

4,5 391 380 11 159 9.399 kr. 

5 413 400 13 169 9.599 kr. 

5,6 435 420 15 175 9.699 kr. 

6,2 457 440 17 183 9.999 kr. 

6,8 483 460 23 191 10.199 kr. 

7,4 509 480 29 197 10.599 kr. 

8 539 500 39 203 10.899 kr. 

8,5 551 520 31 211 11.199 kr. 

9 565 520 45 219 10.599 kr. 

10 595 550 35 231 11.999 kr. 

 

Inkl DK moms. 

 

LA = Low aspect 

MA = Medium aspect 

HA = High aspect 

 


